ORDER UP!

WHO THEY ARE
Born

1993-2006

Ages

13-25

Life Stages
U.S. Population
Diversity

WHY THEY MATTER
Pay attention to profit opportunities
Gen Z is more dependent on foodservice than
prior generations

High school, college,
early career
20% / 61M
47% racial or
ethnic minorities

38%

78%

OF GEN Z MEALS
ARE PURCHASED OUT
OF HOME

OF GEN Z VISITS
RESTAURANTS WEEKLY

25%

SPENDING POWER

$143 Billion
and growing!
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WHAT THEY WANT

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

Gen Z aligns its spending with brands that
put “we” and “local” first. It cares about
where/how food is sourced and what/who
is affected.

HOW TO WIN
Make an impact
From back-of-house to front— take
time to develop and explain authentic
operational initiatives.

Think
Ingredient integrity, sustainability
plans, fair-labor practices, and
“free-from” messaging

CRAVEABLE
FOODS

Gen Z loves fresh, flavorful, and somewhat
familiar options that hint at health yet still
feel adventurous and culturally diverse.

SOCIAL
CONNECTEDNESS

Gen Z is highly social, using both mealtimes
and media platforms to facilitate
interaction and learning.

Think
Adult versions of childhood favorites
with global-inspired spins

BEVERAGE
BOOSTS

Gen Z depends on caffeine and other
sippables to power their daily grind, with
cold/iced options leading the charge.

MORE
PERSONALIZATION

Gen Z is focused on individuality and
gravitates toward freedom of expression
when choosing food and beverages.

OFF-PREMISE
DINING

Gen Z chooses to eat many of its
restaurant-prepared meals away from
the actual restaurants.

HOW TO WIN
Embrace the Cup
Deliver fun, attractive drinks that
honor craft culture and promote
better-for-you productivity.

Think
Coffees, smoothies, teas, and
juices, plus add-ins like turmeric
or optional nondairy milks

THOUGHTFUL
AUTOMATION

Gen Z expects technology to enhance
connections and advance convenience,
not turn dining into a robotic production.

ANYTIME
SNACKING

Gen Z is busy and blurring the lines,
frequently replacing sit-down meals with
faster-access foods they can eat on the go.

Think
Build-your-own: burritos, pizza,
salads, cocktails, coffee, and more

of operators think menu
customization is a long-term trend

Be Flexible
Offer affordable to-go services
backed by innovative and
transit-ready packaging.

Think
Direct takeout/delivery vs.
third-party app services

delivery meals were ordered by
Gen Z in 2018

HOW TO WIN
Remain Human
Enlist only purposeful tech that
elevates guest-staff experiences and
improves ordering and paying.

Think
Free Wi-Fi, mobile menus,
online/table ordering, and cashless
payments

47%

of Gen Z says free Wi-Fi is a
motivator for where to dine

HOW TO WIN
Promote Portables
Provide known favorites in
scaled-down portions available
morning, noon, and late night.

Think
Functional convenience - food trucks,
fresh vends, micromarkets, and more

Predicting tomorrow
Gen Z will reach its peak spending age in 2025.
Continue to monitor trends as well as tweak
your menu and foodservice operations to
increase your success.

The information provided is based on a general industry overview, and is not specific to your business
operation. Each operation is unique and business decisions should be made after consultation with
appropriate experts
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HOW TO WIN

LOOKING AT TODAY

Sources:
Technomic Report, Gen Z—How The “We” Generation Will Force Foodservice to Evolve (2019), Nestlé
Professional Report, Food & Beverage Trends: Gen Z and Other Disruptors (2019), Technomic Report,
Restaurant Directions: Strength in Numbers, The Evolution of Millennials (2017), Technomic Report, Perking
Up Coffee Sales (2019), Technomic Report, Foodservice Digest: How to Win Over Gen Z (2019)

of at-work coffee drinkers
enjoy the benefit of on-site
coffee services

Cater to Customization
Celebrate creativity and respect
dietary needs. Offer DIY and
build-your-own menus.
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WHAT THEY WANT

68%

HOW TO WIN

7
WHAT THEY WANT

Gen Z checks YouTube,
Icon
Instagram,
and Snapchat
an average of

Think
Ambassador programs, user-shared
content, and third-space
community areas
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WHAT THEY WANT

of Gen Zers say “craveable options”
are important when choosing foods

Get Engaged
Build your community on and offline
with peer influence and consumer
enjoyment in mind.
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WHAT THEY WANT

81%

HOW TO WIN

4
WHAT THEY WANT

of Gen Z is more likely to visit
restaurants with sustainability efforts

Innovate Incrementally
Prioritize comfort dishes, adding only
small twists in flavor.
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WHAT THEY WANT

31%

HOW TO WIN

2
WHAT THEY WANT

OF ALL FOODSERVICE TRAFFIC
IN THE U.S. IS CREATED BY GEN Z

40%
of Gen Z is increasingly
eating food on the go

